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Abstract
Using the Generalized Differential Calculus, we establish the general-
ized Chern-Weil homomormism, re-derive the geometric properties for both
P (M4, G) and pseudo-Riemannian spacetime manifolds from BF theories, and
obtain the generalized Chern-Simons term for BF theory in four dimensions.
It gives a direct relation between these two types of topological field theories.
We then obtain the BF gravity without matter and its action is the general-
ized second Chern class with gauge group SL(2, C). General Relativity in the
absence of matter is derived either as a special generalized topological field
theory or by adding constraints to the topological field theory.








BF theories [1] and Chern-Simons theories are of the Schwarz type topological eld
theories (TFTs) [2]. However, what is the relation between these two types of TFTs? How
to relate BF theories to other kinds of TFTs? These are intriguing problems. There are
also TFTs for gravity in dierent dimensions [2]. For instance, in three dimensions, there
is an equivalence between gravity and TFT of the Chern-Simons type [3]. It is, of course,
important to explore whether the General Relativity (GR) in four dimensions can be viewed
as a TFT in certain sense such as a constrained TFT etc.
Recently, a Generalized Differential Calculus (GDC) (see Appendix) has been proposed
[4], [5]. In this letter, the main assumption is to treat the gauge elds and their topological
properties in the framework of GDC. Using this GDC, we rst establish the generalized
Chern-Weil homomormism for generalized curvature invariant polynomials in general even
dimensional manifolds. Then we obtain the generalized Chern-Simons term for BF theory
in four dimensions. This leads to a close relation between these two TFTs of the Schwarz
type. We also re-derive the geometric properties for both P (M4, G) and pseudo-Riemannian
spacetime manifolds from the generalized TFTs (GTFTs) of BF type. In other words, we
obtain both BF gauge theories or BF gravity without matter from the action as the general-
ized second Chern class with gauge group G or SL(2, C) respectively. As a consequence, we
nd that GR with cosmological constant in the absence of matter can either be viewed as a
special GTFT of the BF type or be derived by a constrainted TFT related to holographic
formulation [6].
II. CHERN-WEIL HOMOMORMISM IN GDC
Let us consider a principle bundle P (M, G) and introduce the generalized gauge elds
in GDC on it. For the semisimple gauge group G with Lie algebra g, a generalized g-valued
connection 1-form eld A is dened as a g-valued pairing of a 1-form and a 2-form
A = (Ap, Bp)Tp = (A, B), Tp 2 g, (2.1)
where A is the ordinary g-valued connection 1-form and B the g-valued 2-form which is
assumed as gauge covariant under the gauge transformations in order to introduce a gener-
alized gauge covariant curvature F
F = dA+A ^A
= (dA + A ^ A + kB, dB + A ^ B −B ^A)
= (F + kB, DB). (2.2)
It satises the generalized Bianchi identity:
DF = dF +A ^ F − F ^ A
= (DF, D2B)  0. (2.3)
In order to consider the topological invariants in the framework of this GDC, let us rst
briefly remind the properties of the curvature invariant symmetric polynomials on P (M, G).
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Taking a connection 1-form A on the bundle, the curvature 2-form is F = dA + A ^ A.
The curvature invariant symmetric polynomial, say, for simplicity, P (F k) is a 2k-form on M




1. P (F ) is closed, i.e.,
dP (F k) = 0. (2.5)
2. P (F k) has topologically invariant integrals. Namely, it satises the Chern-Weil ho-
momormism formula:





P (A1 − A0, F k−1t )dt, (2.7)
where A0 and A1 are two connection 1-forms, F0 and F1 the corresponding curvature 2-forms,
At = A0 + tη, η = A1 − A0, (0  t  1), (2.8)
the interpolation between A0 and A1,
Ft = dAt + At ^At. (2.9)
Since P (F k1 ) and P (F
k
0 ) dier by an exact form, their integrals over manifolds without
boundary give the same results and Q(A0, A1) is called the secondary topological class.
For the generalized connection A and curvature F in GDC, it can be proved that the gen-
eralized curvature invariant symmetric polynomial, say, for simplicity, P(Fk) also satises
the similar closed condition and the generalized Chern-Weil homomormism formula:
(1) dP(Fk) = 0, (2.10)
(2) P(Fk1 )−P(Fk0 ) = dQ(A0,A1). (2.11)
Let us now sketch the proof. For proving (1), it is a straightforward consequence by
using the generalized Bianchi identity (2.3).
To prove (2), let us take two distinct generalized connections A0, A1 and the correspond-
ing curvatures F0, F1 on the bundle. Let
At = A0 + tη, η = A1 −A0, (0  t  1), (2.12)
and the corresponding curvature is
Ft = dAt +At ^ At. (2.13)
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It is easy to see that
d
dt




P(Fkt ) = kP(Dtη,Fk−1t ) = kDtP(η,Fk−1t ) = kdP(η,Fk−1t ), (2.15)
Thus
P(Fk1 )−P(Fk0 ) = d
∫ 1
0
P(A1 −A0,Fk−1t )dt = dQ(A0,A1). (2.16)
This shows that the generalized characteristic polynomials with respect to dierent connec-
tions only dier by an exact form in GDC. Namely, they are also homomormism. Q(A1,A0)
is called the generalized Chern-Simons secondary class.
Thus, we have established the generalized Chern-Weil homomormism for generalized
curvature invariant polynomials in any even dimensional manifolds. But, their topological
meaning should be as same as before.
III. GENERALIZED CHERN-SIMONS TERM FOR BF THEORY







Tr(F ^ F). (3.1)
The Lagrangian 4-form LT can be given by taking A1 = A and A0 = 0 in (2.11), then
Tr(F ^ F) = dQCS, (3.2)
QCS is the generalized local Chern-Simons 3-form, i.e., the pairing of a 3-form and a 4-form
QCS = Tr(A^F − 13A ^A ^A)
=
(
Tr(A ^ F − 1
3
A ^A ^ A + kA ^B), T r(A ^DB + B ^ F + kB ^B)
)
. (3.3)
In the pairing, the 3-form is the usual Chern-Simons term up to a kTr(A ^B) term.




(F ^ F + 2kB ^ F + k2B ^ B), 2(F ^DB + kB ^DB)
)
. (3.4)
Using the Bianchi identity, we can rearrange the 5-form so that
LT = Tr
(
(F ^ F + 2kB ^ F + k2B ^ B), d (B ^ F + kB ^ B)
)
. (3.5)
The rst term is just the BF Lagrangian up to an F ^ F term, the second term is a total
derivative of the BF Lagrangian.
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Thus the pairing of the action (3.1) shows a relation between two types of TFTs, the













F ^ F + 2kB ^ F + k2B ^ B
)
. (3.6)
We can obtain the eld equations by varying the Lagrangian with respect to the gener-
alized gauge potentials, i.e., the g-valued generalized connection 1-form. With these gener-
alized gauge potentials xed at the boundary, the eld equations are
D(F + 2kB) = 0, (3.7)
k(F + kB) = 0. (3.8)
The second equation gives F = −kB which can be substituted into the rst equation and
leads to the Bianchi identity. Note that we start up with any 2-form B in the generalized
connection. Then with the action given by the generalized second Chern class, it gives
B = −(1/k)F . Therefore, the action (3.1) does not give any dynamics.
However, it should be noted that with k = −1 all geometrical properties of the bundle
P (M4, G) are re-derived from a GTFT of the BF type with a generalized Chern-Simons
term associated in GDC.
IV. GENERALIZED CONNECTION WITH SL(2, C) GAUGE GROUP ON
PSEUDO-RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD M4
Let us consider the tangent bundle T (M4) ’ P (M4, SL(2, C)) on the base manifold
(M4, g) as the pseudo-Riemannian spacetime manifold with signature sign(g) = −2.
The sl(2, C) algebraic relation reads 1:









(AMBN + ANBM ). (4.2)
Since SL(2, C), the covering of the Lorentz group SO(3, 1), is the gauge group of the
bundle, we may introduce an sl(2, C)-valued generalized connection 1-form in the framework
of GDC
A = (ωAB, BAB)MAB, (4.3)
1The upper-case Latin letters A,B, ... = 0, 1 denote two component spinor indices, which are
raised and lowered with the constant symplectic spinors AB = −BA together with its inverse and
their conjugates according to the conventions 01 = 01 = +1, λA := ABλB, µB := µAAB [7].
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where ωAB is an ordinary sl(2, C)-valued connection 1-form on the bundle and BAB is
an SL(2, C)-gauge covariant 2-form. Given the connection A, the generalized curvature
(F = FpTp = FABMAB) is given by
FAB = (RAB + kBAB, DBAB). (4.4)
where RAB = dωAB +ωAC ^ωCB is the SL(2, C) curvature 2-form. The generalized Bianchi
identity is given by
DFAB = (DRAB, D2BAB)  0. (4.5)











RAB ^RAB + 2kRAB ^BAB + k2BAB ^ BAB. (4.6)
The eld equations are obtained by varying the Lagrangian with respect to the sl(2, C)-
valued generalized connection 1-form with xed value at the boundary. This leads to the
eld equations
D(RAB + 2kBAB) = 0, (4.7)
k(RAB + kBAB) = 0. (4.8)
The second equation gives RAB = −kBAB, which can be substituted into the rst and
leads to the Bianchi identity. Therefore, as expected, the action SSL(2,C) does not give any
dynamics. Moreover, when k = −1, all properties in the pseudo-Riemannian geometry on
(M4, g) are recovered by the GTFT of BF type in four dimensions.
V. GRAVITY AS A GENERALIZED TOPOLOGICAL FIELD THEORY
Let us now consider pure gravity in four dimensions. As in the previous section, the
spacetime manifold (M4, g) is pseudo-Riemannian with signature sign(g) = −2 and the
gauge group now is SL(2, C).
Note that the 4-form Bianchi identity (4.5), D2BAB = 0, looks similar to the identity
D2(eAA
′ ^ eBA′) = 0, where eAA′ is the frame 1-form. Thus we may introduce an ansatz
BAB = l−2 eAA
′ ^ eBA′, where l is a dimensional constant. The sl(2, C)-valued generalized
connection 1-form (4.3) now becomes2
A = (ωAB, 1
l2
eAA
′ ^ eBA′)MAB + c.c. (5.1)
2The formulation can be written with purely unprimed spinors by defining spinor 1-forms ϕA =
eA0
′
and χA = eA1
′
[8]. In terms of these spinor 1-forms, the purely unprimed sl(2, C)-valued
generalized connection 1-form is A+ =
(




We shall show that given the above generalized connection 1-form (5.1), the action of GTFT
type (4.6) becomes the Hilbert action with cosmological constant plus an ordinary topological
term. If we vary this GTFT action with respect to the introduced new variable eAA
′
, it yields
the Einstein equation with a cosmological constant term.
Using the generalized connection 1-form (5.1), the generalized curvature is given by
F = (RAB + k
l2
eAA
′ ^ eBA′, 1
l2
D(eAA
′ ^ eBA′))MAB + c.c. (5.2)
In terms of this generalized curvature, the action (4.6), with a change of variational variables
from BAB to eAA
′
,
S[ωAB, ωA′B′ , eAA′ ] =
∫
M4




(RAB ^ RAB + 2k
l2




′ ^ eBA′ ^ eAC′ ^ eBC′) + c.c., (5.3)
gives the Einstein-Hilbert action with the cosmological constant plus a topological term.
Namely, GR in the absence of matter is formulated as a GTFT.
By varying with respect to ωAB, we obtain
D(eAA
′ ^ eBA′) = 0, (5.4)
which gives the equation for torsion-free. While by varying with respect to eAA
′
, we obtain
RAB ^ eBA′ + k
l2
eAB
′ ^ eBB′ ^ eBA′ + c.c. = 0, (5.5)
which is the Einstein equation with a cosmological constant.
Alternatively, we can consider adding a constraint on BAB as in [6]
S[Ap, λAB, eAA′] =
∫
M4
FAB ^ FAB + λAB ^ ( 1
l2
eAA




RAB ^ RAB + 2kRAB ^ BAB + k2BAB ^ BAB
+λAB ^ ( 1
l2
eAA
′ ^ eBA′ −BAB) + c.c., (5.6)
where λAB is the Lagrangian multiplier. The variational principle leads to the same equation
as (5.5).
VI. DISCUSSION
In this letter, we have generalized the Chern-Weil homomormism in GDC, associated the
generalized Chern-Simons Lagrangian to BF theories and re-derived geometrical properties
of P (M4, G) from a GTFT of the BF type on four dimensions. We have also recovered
the properties of the pseudo-Riemannian manifold M4 from a GTFT of the BF type and
reformulated GR in the absence of matter as either a GTFT or a constrained one.
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For GR, our approach starts with an sl(2, C)- valued generalized connection which in-
cludes the 2-form B elds. In a sense, this approach is similar to that of MacDowell-Mansouri
[9], in which GR is found as a consequence of breaking the Sp(4) symmetry of a TFT down
to Lorentz group’s covering group SL(2, C) and introduce the tetrad 1-form elds eAA
′
to
parameterize the coset Sp(4)/SL(2, C). However, our approach diers from theirs. Instead
of breaking the symmetry of a TFT, we start with the Lorentz group and redened a new
generalized sl(2, C)-valued connection in GDC. This directly leads to a BF theory.
In order to include the matter, there might be at least two possibilities. The rst may link
with the Kaluza-Klein (KK) formalism, since the gauge theories can be formulated as KK
theories on Minkowski spacetime. Therefore, it might be possible to deal with gauge theories
as GTFTs in our approach. Of course, there should be certain restriction to the dimensions
of the gauge groups. Furthermore, this approach might be generalized to fermions and Higgs
[10]. On the other hand, to generalize it to supergravity might be another possibility. For
instance, the GDC may be generalized to supersymmetric cases. Then, supergravity can be
obtained by gauging the OSp(1, 4) group with the generalized connection.
It is interesting to see that the present formulation only works for 4-dimensional BF
theories with B a 2-form eld. On one hand, it is reasonable to establish the relation
between the Donaldson-Witten invariants in four dimensions and the TFTs such as the BF
type. On the other hand, however, especially for the GR with cosmological constant, it
seems amazing that the dimensions of our nature is also four. If this formulation could
not be generalized to arbitrary higher dimensions, whether this dimension four has more
profound meaning rather than just a coincidence. This question has to be left for further
study and inspiration.
APPENDIX: GENERALIZED DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
A generalized p-form [4] [5],
p
a, is dened to be an ordered pair of an ordinary p-form
p
α
and an ordinary (p + 1)-form
p+1
α on an n-dimensional manifold M , that is
p
a ( pα, p+1α ) 2 p  p+1, (6.1)
where −1  p  n. The minus one-form is dened to be an ordered pair
−1
a (0, 0α), (6.2)
where
0















a (d pα +(−1)p+1k p+1α , d p+1α ), (6.4)
where k is a constant. These exterior products and derivatives of generalized forms satisfy
















b +(−1)p pa ^d
q
b, (6.6)
and d2 = 0.
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